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CORRECTION

1621 Correction: Circadian Regulation of mTOR by the Ubiquitin Pathway in Renal Cell Carcinoma
ABOUT THE COVER

Chemoresistant small cell lung cancer (SCLC) tumors demonstrate increased expression of CD133, a known marker for cancer stem cells. The CD133 positive SCLC cells coexpress gastrin releasing peptide receptor (GRPR), which facilitates signaling and growth in response to GRP while rendering cells more sensitive to neuropeptide antagonists. Confocal microscopic analysis of chemoresistant human SCLC xenografts show clusters of CD133 positive cells (green) within the tumor that were shown to coexpress GRPR (red). Antagonists such as the one described by Sarvi and colleagues may provide a new avenue for the treatment of chemoresistant SCLC tumors. For details, see article by Sarvi and colleagues on page 1554.
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